
No he’s not!
He’s all about money!
What about us?
We need love!

(95%)

HUMANITEAM

I’m all about
fun and games.

(5%)

LARS ”BIG KID” ROSENBLAD



SEPARATION


Why do men cheat on women?


Men cheat on women because of their dominant masculine energy that is located 
in the left side of the brain. This is where rationality stems from and thus lack 

emotional understanding making it easier to commit the act of cheating.


Cheat from lack of compassionate feeling.


Why do women cheat on men?


Women cheat on men because of their dominant feminine energy that is located in 
the right side of the brain. This is where emotions stems from and thus lack the 

rational understanding making it easier to commit the act of cheating.


Cheat from lack of consequential thinking.


There is no man, or woman.

So what is the conclusion of all this?


The conclusion is that each an every individual has to come together in a greater 
understanding regarding their masculine & feminine energy within themselves.


From that greater understanding, we do not cheat ourselves which becomes 
manifested when we cheat on each other. When we understand more we become 

wise and make wise decisions.


I our society today we wish for equal rights and we wish for a greater 
understanding between men and women. Between cultures and nationalities.


Between children and adults.


But we also have men & women sports. We also separate men and women in 
various cultures. We also separate nationalities with borders. And we also separate 

families.


All of this is a manifestation of non-union. No Yoga.

Within every individual.


A lack of understanding regarding the consequences and repercussions of the 
collateral damage this creates. The damage is mainly confusion in understanding 

why an individual should enjoy their life but doesn’t.




And for many. A life long search or a life long numbing becomes the quest or flight.


What is growing up?


What is an adult?


Is it to become rigid. Hard working. Serious. Task responsible?


The less responsibility an individual takes regarding the primary understanding in 
life, which is to understand themselves. The more responsibilities they create 

outside of themselves that creates justification for existing by doing.


All that doing is accurate, because we want to create.

We are creative beings.


But the consequence of not understanding one self is that creation is in the 
context of slavery to the system which is a product of the rational mind.


When you know yourself you can no longer do this because you now know that 
this is slavery.


What is slavery?


Well.


The logical & rational mind. The left hemisphere.

Was never intended to be master.


That is slavery.


A human being to rational and to logic lives and accepts a society of control.


The extreme result of that is domination. Because by implication the more control 
the less emotion. This is an individual that can walk over bodies.


If they can walk all over themselves. They can walk all over you.


If you are vulnerable, loving, soulful.

You will become dominated.


And you won’t fight it because you don’t understand why somebody would do 
something like this?


Both are a product of a mind in disharmony.


The Master/Slave relationship out of balance creates domination from lack of 
emotion and submission from the lack of control.




This becomes manifested in a human being doing a lot but not what it wants.


And accepts all this to try and tell themselves that they are happy, but all the time 
seek happiness outside of themselves in the next thing or lover or whatever.


Because they are actually living a lie.


That lie is all about polarity.


They’ve given mandate to the wrong side.


They have let the servant become the master.


LOGIC:THE SERVANT


The servant is not emotional and only rationalizes and evaluates everything.

And if things are not going well (in accordance with feeling good about it) the 

conclusion must be that we as a human being is wrong in our totality.


Stupid, not cupid.


This is something that can never ever ever ever ever ever ever change.

Because if it does, we die.


We need this functionality to differentiate between something healthy and 
unhealthy. We need to make rational choices. Choices that aren’t affected with too 

much emotion. (Please read eating a bunch of Ice Cream to feel good)


We just have to gain control over the mind.

To become the master of both our rational thoughts, and our emotions.


This should be the highest priority for any human being right on the event horizon 
in becoming an individual. When we start to form an identity. Not before.


And this is not about telling somebody who they should be.

This is about teaching them and leading with example on how everything works.


If we understand ourselves there won’t be any major consequences.


Stuff will happen for sure! And they are supposed to!


How else are you going to gain experience which is what everything is about!


But maybe from saying the wrong thing once or twice and not from doing drugs for 
17 years or robbing a bank or physically harming others in frustration.




But you see that’s the thing.


We have become so rigid. So serious.


That we condemn and reject.

We dismiss and send away.


People that say what’s on their mind.


Often because they might say hurtful things?


But why are they doing that?


Are they sick? Are they evil?


No. Nobody is.


They just don’t make sense out of everything and feel frustrated over the situation.


Some create even more destruction, even more terrible things in the world.

And it maybe hard to see that, but that is how the universe functions out of love.


Because we will get more of what we focus on. We get that out of love in order to 
understand it more. We get to understand it more to be able to let it go.


To understand that harmony is what will create a loving world.


But we’ve all seen people that get diagnosis after diagnosis with terrible life 
threatening answers regarding smoking. They don’t stop and eventually they die 

from all the consequences.


This is a manifestation of one individual but in the big picture. This is about 
humanity.


We don’t need a better filter?

We need to stop smoking.


We cannot plant more trees to help creating better air conditions?

We need to stop polluting.


What we need is harmony within us and understand ourselves.

From that inner balance we will create something loving.


We will fix the hole in the ceiling instead of putting buckets underneath.




We are in competition with each other because we are in competition with 
ourselves. Everything manifested outside of us in a product of the generated 

conflict or union within us.


The more you are in conflict you are with yourself the more competitive you’ll 
become. You are in survival mode from being a slave to the mind and you project 

that.


If this is the majority of people we are in a grander perspective slaves to the 
system.


Everything is a manifestation of the same thing.


A rock and a mountain are the same thing.

It’s all a matter of perspective.


Zoom in, Zoom out.


Zoom in. All me.


Zoom out. All us.


It’s called sharing.

Share the love.


Not own.

Own the love.


People will go thru great lengths to get a patent.

They might spend years in doing so.


To get copyright and ownership of their idea that can change the world!


What is your primary objective?


To get rich and let the children die while you’re trying?


Great job well done!


We all congratulate you for all your efforts in primarily making this about you.

And as a side effect we could reap the benefits.


But maybe you have to?

Or else you’ll die. Or else we die.


Because this world is still about the individual and not about us all.

As a family. As a team. As a humaniteam.




Challenges are fun.


When they are supported.


When they are not, there’s a lot of friction.


The friction takes away the joy in challenging ourselves.


Friction is opposition.


If we can help out in anyway possible, everything can run smoothly and we can 
enjoy everything. What we want in life and why the pyramids are such a symbol 

standing strong for so many years is harmony.


We will never ever ever ever ever ever find and experience harmony from the 
outside in. We will never experience anything from the outside in.


We have to become harmonious & spiritual human beings within us all, and that 
shall be manifested in the material world.


Give yourself to God.


Start a relationship with the unseen.


You are actually an instrument meant to be played by the professional.

I know that’s scary because that demands you to lose control.


But you see that was all an illusion anyway.


You never had any control.


You just thought you did.


Do you know why so many famous people especially in the United States begin 
their gratitude speeches with:


First I wanna thank God for giving me all of this.

Without God nothing would be possible.


?


Because all the inspiration is given from God, the more you deepen your 
relationship and trust God. The more you will receive and you actually don’t do a 

whole lot. You just have fun creating.




That’s a great union if you ask me.

Sign me up for more!


Thank you GOD!


